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The numbers refer to the articles.
CONE OP EQUAL ASTATIC MOMENT. Its axes coincide with those of the central ellipsoid, 17.
CONFOCALS. The principal astatic axes are the normals, 34. The confocal conies, 36. Belation to Poinsot's axis, 51.
COUPLES. Conditions of. equilibrium, 3, 8. Astatic angle, 2. Working rule to find resultant couple, 6.
DABBOUX.   His memoir, 1.    His ellipsoids, 15, 22.    Theorems, 22, 37.
ELEMENTS. The twelve elements, 10. Interpretation (1) in rows, 10, (2) in columns, 59.
EQUILIBRIUM. Equilibrium of three couples, 3, 8. General conditions of astatic equilibrium, 11, 12. If three forces balance three others, the six points of application lie in a plane, 13.
FOCAL LINES. Definition, 36. Distance from the centre, 37. Four focal lines can be drawn (1) through every point, 37, (2) parallel to a given line, 37. Locus of focal lines which pass through a point on a focal conic, 37. Minding's theorem, 44.
FOUR FORCES. Beduction of a system to four forces, 60. Working rule, 60. Transformation of tetrahedra, 70. Intersections of the central plane with the edges, 71.
IMAGINARY CONIC.   Defined, 36, 64.   Its centre, 67, <fec.
INITIAL POSITION. Definition, 19, 20. These are the only positions of equilibrium with the base fixed, 21.
INVARIANTS.    Of astatic moments, 17; of astatic triangles, 65; of two forces, 79.
LARMOR.   Proof of Minding's theorem referred to, 1, note.
MINCHIN.    Quaternions, 1, note.
MINDING'S THEOREM.   Proof, 44.   Further consideration, 48.   Minding's memoir, 1.
MOEBIUS.    First studied Astatics, 1, note.
MOIGNO.    His treatise, 1, note.
MOMENTS OF INERTIA.    The analogy to astatic moments for all arms, 33.
POINBOT'S AXIK. Its position in space as the body turns round R and locus in the body, 38, 40. Its equation referred (1) to the axes of the forces, 39; (2) to axes in the body, 44, 45. Three elliptic cylinders, 46. Case in which the principal force acts along an asymptote of a focal conic, 44, 50. Its relation (1) to confocal .surfaces, 51; (2) to the focal conies, 54. To place the body so that a given straight line may be (when possible) a Puinsot's axis, 44.
Poiis'K<)T1B COUPLE MOMENT. Its magnitude referred (1) to the axes of the forces, 39; (2) to axes in the body, 41, 45. Found by a quadratic, 47. Axis of no moment, 41, 44, 50.
POINTS ASTATIC.    Definition, 57.
PRINCIPAL ASTATIC AXES.   Principal couples, 18.   Principal axes at various points, 37.
PRINCIPAL FORCE.    Definition, 9.
REDUCTION OF A SYSTEM OF FORCES. To three couples and a principal force, 9. To throe rectangular couples and a force, 18. To two rectangular couples and a force, 27. To two rectangular couples, with forces perpendicular to tlu! principal force, 29. Summary, 32. Reduction to four forces, 60; three forces, 56 ; two forces, 73; one force, 79.
SINGLE RESULTANT. To place a body so that the forces are equivalent to a single resultant at a given point, 19, 37, 40, 44, &o.
SOMOFF,    His treatise referred to, 1, note.

